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Abstract 

How do polycentric governance systems that affect the management of natural resources 

in complex social ecological systems evolve in the context of focusing events (i.e. environmental 

crises) of large proportions? How does participation in the system coevolve with engagement in 

collaborative activities that might eventually contribute to the solution of the problems that led to 

the focusing event taking place? In this paper, I provide initial answers to these questions by 

analyzing the evolution of the complex governance system of the Paraná River Delta in South 

America after “slash and burn” fires in many of the delta’s islands burned out of control in April 

2008, triggering an environmental crisis of unprecedented proportions in the area. I analyze 

survey data collected in 2010, 2012, and 2014 (almost 500 responses), and use Stochastic Actor 

Oriented Model (SAOM) to model the evolution of the complex governance system that forms 

when policy stakeholders decide to activate themselves in an intricate array of policy forums. 

Findings show that the level of activity in the polycentric governance system progressively 

declines as the negative effects of the fires dissipate, and that stakeholders do not necessarily 

increase their engagement in collaborative practices as result of their participation in the system. 

I argue that this decoupling between participation and collaboration is the result of the weak 

level of institutionalization in this polycentric governance system, and discuss the implications of 

this finding for future research.    
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Introduction 

Since Vincent Ostrom and colleagues examined the polycentric nature of governance 

systems in the early 1960s (Ostrom, Tiebout, & Warren, 1961), social scientists have advanced 

in strides to understand how the complexity of these systems, with their multiple policy 

stakeholders and venues, affects how policy decisions are made in modern democracies. 

Research in a vast range of policy areas (from health, to environmental, to education and 

budgetary policies and beyond) has uncovered how polycentricity matters for decision making, 

particularly as policy stakeholders engage in “venue shopping”, spending resources selectively in 

certain forums to increase their political clout (Baumgartner & Jones, 1991; Guiraudon, 2000; 

Holyoke, Brown, & Henig, 2012; Littoz-Monnet, 2014; Lubell, Henry, & McCoy, 2010) 

improve their knowledge about other actors’ positions on a topic of interest (Lubell, Mewhirter, 

Berardo, & Scholz, 2016; Weible & Sabatier, 2009) and accrue technical expertise that can be 

used to successfully tackle a given problem (Meijerink, 2008; Pralle, 2003; Scholten, 2013).  

Partially rooted in this research tradition, some recent research efforts have developed, 

which emphasize the study of “wicked” problems in fragmented policy systems and seeks to 

explore how certain structural characteristics of polycentric systems emerge and evolve, in the 

process affecting the adoption and sustainability of collaborative practices that are thought to 

facilitate the solution of these problems (Berardo & Lubell, 2016; Berardo, Olivier, & Lavers, 

2015; Lubell, 2013, among others). This work explicitly models the behavior of policy actors as 

inherently interdependent entities that overlap in policy arenas where political conflict and 

cooperation are possible, and where both formal and informal institutions limit the size of 

transaction costs that might derail collaboration.  

Yet despite the fact that this research emphasizes the study of collaboration in 

polycentric governance systems, we remain relatively ignorant about how collaboration and 
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activity in the governance system coevolve in time as systemic conditions change. Specifically, 

we know next to nothing in regards to how collaboration and interactions in a polycentric system 

coevolve in the presence of external shocks that may force a realignment of political and social 

relationships as stakeholders scramble to adapt to the new systemic conditions. This is an 

important topic to study simply because polycentric systems require stability (McGinnis 1999), a 

sort of stasis that can create the conditions under which collaborative behavior can emerge. 

Whether external shocks disturb this stability or not is an empirical question of importance to 

understand what is the real capacity of the system to produce responses to policy problems that 

demand the attention of multiple stakeholders.  

Thus in this paper I ask the following two research questions. How do polycentric 

governance systems evolve in the context of focusing events (i.e. environmental crises) of large 

proportions? And how does participation in the system coevolve with engagement in 

collaborative activities that might eventually contribute to the solution of the problems that 

facilitated the occurrence of the focusing event in the first place?  

I answer these questions by examining the evolution of the polycentric governance 

system of the Paraná River Delta in South America after “slash and burn” fires in many of the 

delta’s islands burned out of control in April 2008, triggering an environmental crisis of 

unprecedented proportions in the area. I analyze data collected through a survey answered by 

policy stakeholders in the area in 2010, 2012, and 2014 (almost 500 responses), and use 

Stochastic Actor Oriented Model (SAOM) to model the evolution of the polycentric governance 

system that is formed when policy stakeholders participate in an intricate array of policy forums 

to tackle the negative effects of the focusing event. Findings show that the level of activity in the 

polycentric governance system progressively declines as the negative effects of the focusing 
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event dissipate, and that stakeholders do not necessarily increase their engagement in 

collaborative practices as result of their participation in the system. I argue that this decoupling 

between participation and collaboration is the result of the weak level of institutionalization in 

this polycentric governance system, and discuss the implications of this finding for future 

research.   

 

Complex governance systems and collaboration in the face of environmental focusing 

events 

The study of polycentricity in public administration and management studies owes a 

great debt to early academic efforts by scholars interested in the study of political processes in 

urban settings, who conceived cities as live organisms that grow and expand as new needs 

emerge among their inhabitants. Harris & Ullman (1945) were the first researchers to point out 

that, as they grow, cities are not run from a single center where decision-making is centralized, 

but rather around what they call a “multi nuclei” composed of several centers (which is 

proportional in the size of the city). This early reference to the polycentric nature of governance 

systems, which, by the way, did not explicitly used the term “polycentricity”, was then 

developed in more detailed in the early 1960s, when the canonical treatment of polycentricity in 

governance systems advanced by Vincent Ostrom and colleagues first appeared in press in the 

American Political Science Review (Ostrom et al., 1961). 1 These researchers borrowed the term 

“polycentricity” from Michael Polanyi to describe governance in metropolitan areas. Polanyi had 

                                                           
1 It is important to notice that polycentricity as a concept is certainly polysemic. In Human Geography, for instance, 
it refers to the dynamic spatial structure of cities, whereas for community leaders it represents a desirable 
characteristic of decision-making processes vested with pluralism. For interested readers, Davoudi (2003) contains a 
good description of how the term has been applied in different disciplines and at different scales, from local to 
international. 
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originally used the moniker to describe self-organizing systems where actors adjust to each other 

when they participate in the same decision-making arenas. Ostrom et al. borrowed the term to 

describe the complex settings of metropolitan political systems that have multiple and 

independent centers of decisions, which they conceived as “games” that are played 

simultaneously and in a self-organizing manner, in the sense that the relationships that are 

established among actors result from them responding to incentives to create or institute 

appropriate patterns of ordered relationships to achieve their goals (Ostrom 1999, 59).  

Each of these games, at least in theory, could (but not necessarily would) drive up 

efficiency in the provision of specific public goods that citizens valued. Such efficiency would 

depend, among other variables, on the development of cooperative arrangements among political 

actors to undertake joint activities in order to solve common problems. In other words, Ostrom’s 

early work contained more than clear references to the importance of collaboration in polycentric 

systems to deal with problems that likely grown in complexity as the scale at which they exist 

also grows.  This research program has attracted great academic attention since this early work, 

growing in importance in no small measure due to the path-breaking work of Elinor Ostrom in 

the 1980s and beyond. The study of polycentricity remains today one of the main focuses of 

analyses for a large community of scholars interested in finding out how collaboration can be 

accomplished to deal with important policy problems of a large scale when a) multiple policy 

making forums exist where policy actors can make their voices heard, and b) the distribution of 

resources among the actors is far from uniform, which is one of the defining elements of more 

than one modern democracy.  

Recently, a team of researchers of which the author is a member have sought to 

explicitly measure the interdependencies of the games that configure a complex, polycentric 
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governance systems and to model both how those interdependencies emerge (Berardo & Lubell, 

2016; Berardo et al., 2015) and how they affect the behavior of stakeholders involved in the 

system (Lubell et al., 2016). For these researchers, polycentric governance systems are –as for 

Ostrom and colleagues- composed of policy games (i.e. forums or venues) that are played 

simultaneously by policy stakeholders, an idea that is actually present in explicit form in the 

work of Norton Long, who saw the complex meshing of policy topics at the urban level as an 

“ecology of games” that multiple actors play (Long, 1958). Using a social network analysis 

(SNA) approach, this research conceives polycentric governance systems as basically composed 

of two types of nodes: the policy stakeholders, and the policy forums or venues where they 

interact to advance their goals. Visualizing how these systems emerge and/or change as 

endogenous and exogenous forces operate on them is, of course, of vital importance to 

understand how likely a system is to produce effective policy responses to wicked problems that 

take place when multiple stakeholders face incentives to not contribute to the public good 

(Feiock & Scholz, 2009).  

Despite these advances, we still remain ill-informed about how in governance systems 

occur, in no small measure due to the fact that a considerable amount of research resources must 

be spent to observe the state of governance systems at multiple points in time. This paper brings 

together multiple research traditions and an innovative database to a) test expectations of how 

polycentric governance systems react to the opening of policy windows that are facilitated by 

focusing events that can shock the system exogenously, and b) explore the coevolving 

relationship between participation in the polycentric system and engagement in collaborative 

practices by those actors that partake in the system.    

Focusing Events, Policy Windows and Activity in Polycentric Systems 
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The policy streams approach originally advanced by John Kingdon is an able theoretical 

tools to think about the way in which polycentric governance systems might react to external 

shocks. Kingdon, (1984), as is well known by policy scholars and students, famously described 

policy formation as heavily influenced by the alignment of three so-called “streams”: the 

problem stream, the politics stream and the politics stream. The problem stream is formed by 

problems that merit some level of public attention, not all of which, of course, are actually given 

attention by decision makers. The politics stream encompasses issues that can affect how a 

political system behaves, such as the composition of the branches of government, the strength of 

the non-governmental sector, and changes in public opinion in regards to certain topics, to name 

a few. Finally, the policy stream contains different alternatives for a solution to a problem or 

proposals for change, which are usually the result of a process in which multiple actors 

participate (bureaucracies, scientific institutions, etc.) and that are presented to the decision-

makers for action. Kingdon argues that these streams most often are uncoupled, but every so 

often they suddenly align: a particular problem is recognized as important, a solution for the 

problem is available, and the political landscape is receptive to pursuing the solution. The 

convergence of these streams thus results in a policy window that momentarily opens to facilitate 

change.  

One of the main catalysts for the three streams to align, and consequently for a policy 

window to open is the occurrence of a focusing event, which Kingdon defines as an event that is 

sudden, harmful (or potentially harmful), concentrated in a specific area, and simultaneously 

revealed to both public and decision-makers. Previous research has shown that focusing events 

can have an impact on how certain policy forums respond to the underlying problem that might 

have led to the event happening in the first place (Albright, 2011; Johnson, Tunstall, & Penning-
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Rowsell, 2005; Kapucu & Van Wart, 2006). If this is true, then it follows that a focusing event 

(and the policy window that it may help opening) can have an effect on the way the polycentric 

governance systems evolves. 

For example, Albright (2011) shows the effect that recurring flood events on regulations 

and institutions that manage flooding in Hungary. Her research shows how multiple flood events 

in that country in the 1990s and early 2000s mobilized policy stakeholders and forced the 

Hungarian government to develop a flood protection plan. Most importantly, Albright shows that 

increased mobilization after the floods was rarely channeled through existing specialized forums 

or venues, simply because some of the pre-existing forums were ill-equipped to deal with the 

new problems that arose from the focusing events. Thus, when previously existing forums cannot 

properly deal with the consequences of a focusing event (or the problems that facilitated it), one 

should expect to observe the emergence of new, specialized forums that can actually tackle the 

problems at hand (Birkmann et al., 2010; Lubell, 2013). 

If more forums are created after a focusing event, one should see, holding other variables 

constant, a spike in the level of participation in the system simply because concerned 

stakeholders would now have a greater number of forum choices to pick from. However, this 

effect should not necessarily be stable as the negative effects of a focusing diminish in time. 

After all, policy windows do not remain open indefinitely and, as many-a-veritable political 

scientist has warned us over the last 4 decades, policy action to solve a problem is more likely to 

wane once the public centers their attention on a new topic (Baumgartner & Jones, 1991; Downs, 

1972; Jones & Baumgartner, 2005). This should result in a decline of activity in the governance 

system. The first formally stated hypothesis follows. 
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H1. General level of activity in a polycentric governance system should progressively 

decline as the effects of the focusing event dissipate in time.  

 

Centralization vs. Fragmentation in Polycentric Systems.  

The prediction contained in hypothesis 1 is that the level of activity in the system should 

progressively decrease as the effects of a focusing event dissipate, but nothing is yet forecasted 

about the specific structure of the governance system as this decrease takes place. Would the 

system become progressively fragmented, with multiple “mini-communities” of stakeholders and 

forums where they overlap? Or would the system evolve towards a more centralized structure, 

where fewer forums exist but with the capacity to attract relatively more participation than 

others, making them the centers of activity in a relatively highly connected system?  

There are no clear theoretical expectations about the evolutive structure of polycentric 

governance systems in the presence of focusing events, but the literature that we have reviewed 

up to this point provides some hints on how this evolution might unfold.  

A highly fragmented governance system would not contribute to an increase in 

coordinated behavior needed to solve the system-wide problems that might trigger focusing 

events. Such a fragmented system, where stakeholders would not communicate, or do so poorly, 

would not lead to collective action at a scale that could significantly raise the chances of solving 

systemic problems because information needed to solve those problems would remain “locked” 

in silos of stakeholders and forums that would only address local topics (Berardo & Scholz, 

2010). 

Given that coordination is in high demand when focusing events take place (Boin, 2009; 

Boin & Hart, 2003; Kapucu & Garayev, 2014; Kapucu, Garayev, & Wang, 2013), one would 

thus expect to see a centralized system right after the event occurs, as certain forums that are 
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better equipped to face the negative effects of the event quickly attract a multitude of participants 

with stakes in the problem. As time passes, and the effects of the focusing event dissipate, this 

centralization should decrease because the decline in participation anticipated in hypothesis 1 

would mean that many of the ties connecting stakeholders to the central forums would be 

severed.  Thus the second hypothesis can be stated as follows. 

 

H2. Activity in a polycentric governance system should progressively become less 

concentrated around central forums as the effects of the focusing event dissipate in time. 

 

The Coevolution of Collaboration and Participation in Polycentric Governance Systems 

Understanding how patterns of participation in a governance system change as focusing 

events occur is a valuable research endeavor, but an insufficient one by itself. In addition to 

knowing how participation in the system vary, it is important to examine whether these chances 

are coupled with behavioral changes on the part of the participating actors that might make the 

overall system more likely to find solutions to the problems that led to the focusing events.  

The effective management of natural resources in areas where human activity has a 

considerable impact on the environment is a complicated task that demands the concourse of 

multiple actors engaging in collaboration in order to solve problems (Folke, Hahn, Olsson, & 

Norberg, 2005; Plummer & Armitage, 2007) and so one of the most important behavioral 

characteristics to explore is the likelihood of actors to engage in collaborative practices with 

others.  

In this regard, one should expect the relationship between participation in policy forums 

and engagement in collaborative practices to be a coevolving one. On the one hand, actors that 
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have a greater history of engagement in collaborative practices with others should have a more 

active participation in a governance system when a focusing event takes place. This is so for two 

reasons. First, actors who collaborate more with others should have a stock of social capital that 

can be quickly mobilized as policy forums deal with the negative effects of a focusing event. 

Second, actors with a greater endowment of social capital that comes from collaborating with 

others should also be more likely to understand that a policy window opening produced by a 

focusing event might help their cause.  Olsson and colleagues, for example, claim that key 

leaders in networks can prepare a system for change by using windows of opportunity to 

integrate and communicate how actors view a problem, thus helping the system to navigate 

toward adaptive governance (Olsson et al., 2006). If this is indeed the case, then actors who 

exhibit higher levels of engagement in collaborative behavior should be more likely to 

participate in the forums that compose the polycentric governance system.  

 

H3. Higher levels of engagement in collaborative activities should lead to a broader 

participation in the governance system 

 

But can participation in turn affect the propensity of actors to engage in collaborative 

practices? Scholz, Berardo, and Kile (2008) argue that collaboration is costly. Collaboration 

imposes high transaction costs because actors need to develop truly mutually advantageous 

agreements, divide the benefits from cooperative gains, and monitor each other. Networks, they 

argue, reduce these transaction costs (Hindmoor, 1998), which facilitates the sustainability of 

collaborative practices in time (Berardo, 2010).  
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Particularly in larger policy arenas or governance systems, the argument goes, actors 

with a larger number of direct contacts enjoy a greater capacity to search for resources in the 

system that they need to accomplish their individual goals, and in the process accrue a greater 

number of collaborative relationships, a proposition that Scholz, Berardo and Kile validate 

empirically with data collected in 22 large estuaries in the United States. While their work deals 

with unipartite networks, where actors build ties directly to other actors, the argument should be 

logically translated to bipartite networks where actors relate to each other indirectly through their 

participation in policy forums. Actors that in fact attend more forums should all the same 

increase their capacity to understand the problems that prompt a focusing event, and this should 

lead to greater engagement in collaborative practices.  

 

H4. Broader participation in the governance system should lead to higher levels of 

engagement in collaborative activities 

 

The following sections describe the research site, the focusing event that motivated this 

study, the data collection process and modeling strategy. A later section contains the results and 

a discussion of the implications of the findings for future research.   

The Paraná River Delta and a Focusing Event 

The Paraná River is one of world’s mightiest rivers. By size of its watershed, it ranks 

third in the Americas after only the Amazon and the Mississippi and meanders for more than 

2500 kilometers, from its headwaters in Brazil to the eastern portion of Argentina, where it joins 

the Uruguay River to form the wide Río de la Plata. In its last 300 kilometers, the Paraná forms a 
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massive, biodiverse delta covering approximately 17500 square kilometers and provides myriad 

ecosystemic services (Malvárez 1999). The delta itself is shared by the provinces of Buenos 

Aires, Santa Fe, and Entre Ríos, though most of the delta is located in the latter.  

The area has long been subject to mounting human pressure. In addition to being 

adjacent to two of the three largest cities in the country (Buenos Aires and Rosario), and seeing 

rapid urban development particularly in the lower section, the delta also is traversed by the 

Paraguay-Paraná Hydroway, an industrial shipping channel supported by the Inter-American 

Development Bank and the United Nations Development Program that would –if finalized- alter 

the natural regime of the river and have an impact on its biodiversity (Taller Ecologista, 2009).  

But the human activity with the greatest impact in the delta in the last decades has been 

the widespread agricultural and cattle productions that have fundamentally altered the natural 

configuration of the area and have concentrated mostly in the delta’s middle and upper portions.  

Construction of illegal earth embankments to drain wetlands in order to facilitate farming is a 

common activity, as are slash-and-burn practices to clear land of native vegetation and allow for 

cattle grazing (see Baigún et al., 2008). Overgrazing is, in fact, one of the most problematic 

economic activities in the delta, given that it contributes to the loss of vegetation and increases 

soil erosion and compactability, which in turn leads to a loss in soil capacity to absorb moisture 

(Minotti & Kandus, 2014).  

Unfortunately, the negative environmental consequences of unchecked human activity is 

not a recent problem in this area. Historically, there has not been a coherent legal framework in 

place to regulate land and water use in the delta, and the provincial governments have rarely 

coordinated their actions to tackle these issues. There are multiple reasons why this has been the 

case, but the most important factor is perhaps that under article 124 of the Argentine National 
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Constitutional framework2, the ownership of natural resources remains belongs to the provinces, 

which dampens their incentives to find negotiated solutions to problems that result from a misuse 

of the resources (Berardo, Meyer, & Olivier, 2013).  

These mounting human pressures on the delta, compounded by the perverse institutional 

disincentives to coordinate governmental actions to protect the area, make this ecosystem 

particularly vulnerable to environmental focusing events that demand a coordinated response. 

This became painfully apparent in April of 2008, when slash-and-burn fires started by 

agricultural producers in the Entre Ríos’ portion of the delta burned uncontrollably for weeks, 

affecting hundreds of thousands of hectares and causing public outrage as air quality deteriorated 

rapidly around the city of Buenos Aires. Figure 1 shows the extent of the fires. The fires that 

burned in 2008 are depicted in red.  

[Figure 1 here] 

This focusing event generated considerable media attention and forced government 

officials to address the topic of natural resources management in the delta in a very explicit 

manner. A policy window effectively opened that was utilized both by governmental and non-

governmental actors to advance their individual agendas.  

The country’s top environmental agency, the National Secretariat of the Environment, 

promoted the signing of an interprovincial agreement that would trigger a process to design and 

implement a planning process to improve the management of natural resources in the delta. The 

three provincial governments signed the so-called Letter of Intent to start the process, and 

committed to developing the Comprehensive Strategic Plan for the Conservation and 

Sustainability of the Paraná River Delta (henceforth PIECAS for its Spanish acronym). 

                                                           
2 Article 124 of the Argentine constitution states the original ownership of natural resources belongs to the 
Provinces.  
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According to the Letter of Intent, the goal of PIECAS would be to contribute to improving the 

environmental management of the territory by harmonizing legislation, ensuring public 

participation at all levels (local, provincial, and national), wedding sustainability goals with 

social justice, and finding effective and viable” solutions to the problems caused by the 

unchecked slash-and-burn practices in the area.3 

In the months following the signing of the Letter of Intent, governmental and non-

governmental actors continued discussions on how to effectively design and implement PIECAS. 

In 2010, the so-called “High Level Interjurisdictional Committee for the Sustainable 

Development in the Paraná Delta” was created (hereafter, the High Level Committee). The 

committee is composed of one delegate from each of the three provinces and one delegate from 

the federal government, and was tasked with designing PIECAS’s “general guidelines”, which 

would serve as the plan’s building blocks.  In August 2013, the High Level Committee released a 

bill proposal to be sent to the Argentine Congress for discussion, which contained a set of 

minimum standards to be met for the conservation and sustainable use of the Delta4. However, 

progress stalled. As of April of 2016, the Argentine National Congress has not passed any 

legislation contributing to a better management of natural resources in the Parana River delta.  

The next section describes the data collection process in the six years that followed the 

focusing event of 2008, with the goal of observing how the governance system evolved in the 

face of political uncertainty about how to improve the management of natural resources in the 

area.  

Data Collection 

                                                           
3 For a copy of the letter of intent (in Spanish), point a browser to: 
http://www.ambiente.gov.ar/archivos/web/DOAT/file/PIECAS-3.pdf 
4 “Avances en el ordenamiento ambiental de la Región DELTA del Paraná” National Secretariat of Environment and 
Sustainable Development. Available at: http://www.ambiente.gov.ar/?idarticulo=12149 

http://www.ambiente.gov.ar/archivos/web/DOAT/file/PIECAS-3.pdf
http://www.ambiente.gov.ar/?idarticulo=12149
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I mapped the governance system in the Paraná River delta with data collected in 2010, 

2012 and 2014 as part of a National Science Foundation-funded research project5. To identify 

the stakeholders that would be part of the study starting in 2010, I developed a search protocol to 

identify individuals involved in the topic of natural resources management in the delta. The 

protocol contained rules to search for stakeholders in news stories identified in the main local 

newspapers in the delta which included key terms such as “land use”, “water quality”, “water 

quantity”, “habitat protection”, etc. Through the use of this search protocol we identified 214 

individuals who were contacted by a hired survey company by phone to answer a survey. 

Through a snow-ball sampling technique included in the survey, 47 more individuals were 

included, for a total of 261 targeted respondents. 177 of these individuals effectively answered 

the survey to completion in 2010 for a response rate of ~67%. The respondents represented 135 

organizations from a variety of backgrounds, including NGOs, government officials at the local, 

provincial and federal level, social movements, and research institutions. In 2012, the process 

was repeated. A total of 322 individuals were targeted (261 from 2010 plus 61 generated through 

the snow-ball sample), and 183 answered the survey, for a response rate of ~57%. Respondents 

represented 134 organizations. In 2014, 349 stakeholders were asked to answer the survey (322 

from 2012 plus 27 identified through the snow-ball sample), and 202 responded for a response 

rate of ~58%. These respondents represented 118 organizations.  

To map the governance system in the delta, respondents were asked to identify the 

forums where they participated to discuss the management of natural resources. In 2010, of the 

177 individuals who responded the survey, 127 (72% of the total) mentioned that they 

participated in at least one forum, with some of them mentioning as many as 9. Altogether, 

                                                           
5 National Science Foundation project: SES-0921461. More information on project here: 
http://www.watergovernance.net/ 
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respondents identified 107 different forums in the Paraná river delta in 2010. In 2012. Of the 183 

individuals who answered the survey, only 94 (~51%) mentioned that they participated in at least 

one forum (the maximum number of forums identified by a respondent this year was 6). A total 

of 75 forums were identified in 2012. In 2014, 92 respondents (~46%) identified at least one 

forum (the maximum number was 9). 81 unique forums were identified in 2014.  

Interestingly, only 27 of the 81 forums identified in 2014 were in existence in 2012, and 

only 30 of the forums identified in 2012 forums were in existence in 2010. This high forum 

turnover indicates that governance system in the Paraná River delta is quite unstable. 

This information was incorporated in bipartite matrices for 2010 (t1), 2012 (t2), and 2014 

(t3) in order to perform the analyses presented in this paper. These matrices contain 

organizations/individuals in the rows and forums in the columns. A cell xij in these matrices 

adopts a value of 1 when the organization/individual i participated in the forum j, and 0 

otherwise. Figure 2 contains a graphical representation of the 2010 network, with circles 

representing organizations/individuals and squares representing forums (a link between an 

organization/individual and a forum means that the former reported participating in the latter). 

The size of the nodes reflects their “degree centrality”: forums with more participants, and 

organizations that participate in more forums, are depicted bigger in the image. The labels in the 

figure have mostly been removed, but we kept the labels for the most active nodes.  

[Figure 2 here] 

Figures 3 and 4 show the governance systems in 2012 and 2014, respectively. One of the 

main differences between these networks and the initial one is that the most “popular” (i.e. most 

heavily attended) forums in 2010 are not present in the second and third waves of data collection. 

This is due to the fact that a majority of the most important forums in 2010 were single-meeting 
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workshops organized by the NGO Wetlands International, which spent a considerable amount of 

organizational resources putting together these meetings but did not repeat these workshops in 

2012 or 2014.   

[Figure 3 here] 

[Figure 4 here] 

The networks in 2012 and 2014 exhibit noticeably less activity than in 2010. The network 

in 2010 has a total of 267 ties, but this number falls to 152 in 2012 and 150 in 2014. In other words, 

participation in forums seems to be decaying as certain forums deactivate and the system moves 

temporally away from the 2008 focusing event. It is interesting to note that, after the forums 

organized by Wetlands International disappear from the system in 2012 and 2014, PIECAS (the 

planning process started by the federal government with participation of a wide variety of 

stakeholders) assumes the most central role in the system.  

An additional issue to keep in mind is that, overall, there is a high rate of change in the 

existing ties in the system. Between 2010 and 2012, 125 ties were initiated, but 240 were dissolved 

(which explains the decaying level of activity). Only 27 ties that existed in 2010 were maintained 

in 2012. Between 2012 and 2014, 132 ties were initiated and 134 dissolved (18 existing ties in 

2012 were maintained in 2014).   

 
Research Design 

I test these hypotheses through the estimation of a stochastic actor-oriented model 

(SAOM) for network dynamics (Snijders, Van de Bunt, & Steglich, 2010; Steglich, Snijders, & 

Pearson, 2010). SAOMs are a special type of stochastic model that can examine the evolution of 

network activity based on discrete observations that take place at different points in time. The 

models work under certain assumptions, including that the current state of a network is a 
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dynamic constraint for its own change process, in which actors control their outgoing ties and 

thus make sequential decisions on which ties to create, maintain, or destroy.  

An advantage of SAOMs is that, in addition to modeling the decisions on what ties to 

change (or not), the researcher can also estimate the process of coevolution between network 

activity and node-level behavior. The examination of the coevolving process is accomplished 

through the estimation of two different functions: a network evaluation function (which models 

changes in ties) and a behavioral evaluation function (which models changes in behaviors). 

The network evaluation function represents the attractiveness of different network 

configurations to the ego (in the networks I study, the stakeholders who participate in forums). 

Different terms in the network evaluation function allow me to test the first three hypotheses I 

outlined in the front end of this paper. Specifically, the function adopts the following form6: 

 

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖net =  𝛽𝛽1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+, 𝑐𝑐 = 1) + 𝛽𝛽2 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥+𝑖𝑖 +𝑖𝑖  𝛽𝛽3 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+ +  ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘net𝑘𝑘  𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘net �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� +  𝜀𝜀net    (1) 

 

Here, the first term represents the tendency in the network to produce nodes with a 

minimum outdegree value up to c, which in this particular case I set to a value of 1.7 A negative 

coefficient, would indicate a tendency against the existence of nodes with an outdegree of 1, or 

in other words, a tendency toward observing more nodes with outdegrees equal to 0 (i.e. 

isolates). Hypothesis 1 states that the general level of activity in the governance system should 

decline in time, and a negative coefficient in this term would provide support for that hypothesis 

given that more isolates would indicate lower level of activity. 

                                                           
6 Readers can find a detailed discussion of all the terms in the functions presented in this paper by pointing a web 
browser to the SIENA manual, available at https://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~snijders/siena/RSiena_Manual.pdf.  
7 This parameter value can be tweaked at will by the researcher in RSiena, the package I use for the estimation. 

https://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/%7Esnijders/siena/RSiena_Manual.pdf
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The second term captures indegree popularity (ties that are “received”). In the case of the 

bipartite networks I examine in this paper, this term measures the “level of popularity” of the 

forums in the governance system. Hypothesis 2 stated that the general level of activity in the 

system should be progressively less concentrated in central forums that are more popular (i.e. 

they are attended by a greater number of stakeholders). A negative coefficient for this term 

would support the hypothesis.  

The third term in the function is a covariate z ego-related activity (where the covariate z 

in our case is the level of engagement in collaborative activities)8. A positive coefficient would 

mean that a stakeholder with greater engagement in collaborative activities is more likely to 

participate in a greater number of forums, which is what hypothesis 3 states. The level of 

engagement in collaborative activities is measured by asking respondents to the survey whether 

they have engaged in 8 different types of collaborative activities in the 12 months preceding the 

administration of the survey. These 8 collaborative activities are: sharing technical information 

with other actors, sharing of personnel, collaboration in joint research projects, jointly working 

on grants/fund proposals, creation of a taskforce or working group, signing memos of 

understanding, exchanging information about laws and regulations, and jointly suing a third 

party.9 The variable can adopt a value between 0 (no involvement whatsoever) and 8 

(involvement in all activities). Descriptive statistics for this and other variables are provided in 

the Appendix. 

                                                           
8 SIENA centers values for variables measured on interval scales. For each node, this is done by taking its score for 
the variable and then subtracting from it the mean value scored by all nodes in the network. 
9 The first seven of these activities were originally proposed as indicators of collaborative behavior in (Bardach, 
1998).  
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The fourth term (∑ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘net𝑘𝑘  𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘net �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� ) represents the inclusion of k other effects that may 

help explain network activity. More details are offered about these other effects in the following 

section. Finally, and 𝜀𝜀net is a stochastic error term in the function.  

The behavioral evaluation function, which models changes in the level of engagement in 

collaborative activities, adopts the following form; 

 

𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖beh =  𝛽𝛽4 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘beh 𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘beh �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� + 𝜀𝜀beh     (2) 

 

The first term represents the out-degree effect on the covariate. The beta coefficient 

captures the likelihood that the actor will change its engagement on collaborative activities based 

on its participation in forums. According to hypothesis 4, more engagement in forums should 

translate into more engagement in collaborative activities. Thus I expect to observe a positive 

coefficient. The term ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘net𝑘𝑘  𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘net �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� represents the inclusion of k other effects in the 

function, which will be will be discussed in the following section. The last term (εbeh) is the 

stochastic error term for the function.  

Other effects included in the network and behavioral evaluation functions.  

I include other effects in both functions to account for other variables that might drive the 

level of participation in the network and also the changes in levels of engagement in 

collaborative activities. In the network evaluation function, I include three other effects that 

might drive tie formation. The first one is another ego-covariate related activity effect based on a 

dummy variable that captures whether the stakeholder is a governmental actor (value of 1) or not 

(value of 0). I call this effect the governmental actor dominance effect, which is included in the 

model to account for the fact that governmental actors are usually more likely to remain active in 
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complex governance systems in the long run, even after the effects of a focusing event have 

withered. 

The other two effects are also covariate-related effects, but linked to alter covariates (i.e. 

characteristics of forums). The first one is the level of procedural fairness in forums. Procedural 

fairness in a forum can be defined as the capacity that the forum has to be inclusive of a 

multitude of views and opinions on how environmental problems should be tackled. Perceptions 

of procedural fairness are thought to be important to improve interpersonal and 

interorganizational trust and sustain engagement in networks (Berardo, 2013) because those that 

perceive high procedural fairness are more likely to characterize decision-making processes as 

valuable. Thus I expect that stakeholders participating in forums where procedural fairness is 

secured would be more likely to further engage in the governance system simply because they 

have had a positive past experience of participation. The variable was constructed with answers 

provided by respondents to the survey. Each respondent that identified a forum was asked the 

following questions in regards to each identified forum: “How fair would you say that the 

process of reaching decisions in the forum is for all stakeholders?” (0 “very unfair” to 10 “very 

fair”).  I averaged answers for all respondents that identified the forum, which results in one 

score for each forum identified in each of the three waves of data collection.  

The second forum-level variable that I include is the perception about forums 

contributing to solving environmental problems in the delta. While all the forums identified in 

this governance system are supposed to have, at least to some extent, a certain capacity to deal 

with environmental problems, in reality some of them are likely to be better at producing 

outcomes that tackle the negative effects of a focusing event. Other things being equal, one 

should expect that stakeholders participating in forums that are perceived to be better at enabling 
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solutions to the negative effects of a focusing event would be more likely to increase their 

engagement in the governance system in the future. This variable was constructed with the 

following question: “Did the activities that took place in the forum contribute to the solution of 

problems of water and land management in the delta? (0 “did not contribute at all” to 10 

“contributed a great deal”). Like it was the case with the previous variable, for each forum that 

was mentioned, I averaged answers from all respondents that claimed to have participated in it. 

This average score is the value of this variable for the forum which I use in the estimation of the 

model.  

In the behavioral evaluation function, I include tendency parameters (linear and 

quadratic) that model the evolution of the actor engagement in collaborative activities. The linear 

parameter captures whether there is an upward trend in engagement in collaboration; the 

quadratic shape is added to test whether the upward trend eventually decreases in time.  

 

Estimation 

The estimation of the model is performed with RSiena, an R package developed by Tom 

Snijders and colleagues at Oxford University to estimate SAOMs. The model is estimated using 

a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimator that treats the observed networks as discrete 

realizations of an underlying process in which both changes in ties and behavior change in 

“micro-steps” that take place between the observed moments. The estimation is performed by 

creating a multitude of simulated steps in which an actor is randomly selected and given the 

opportunity to: a) create a tie, dissolve it, or maintain it as it is, or b) change its behavior 

(increase collaboration, decrease it, or maintain it in a stable state).  
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The estimation process aims to produce a set of coefficients that successfully reproduces 

the changes that take place in the observed networks (and the behaviors of the nodes). If such 

reproduction occurs, the model is said to converge successfully. The model also estimates rate 

parameters for both the network and behavior evaluation functions. These parameters reflect the 

average number of discrete choices actors have to either change (or not) their ties and behavior 

of interest.  

Results 
 

The model converged successfully as indicated by the low convergence t-ratios (<0.1), 

which indicates that the simulations produced with the coefficients are able to reproduce network 

characteristics in the simulated networks that exist in the observed data. I performed tests for 

time heterogeneity in the parameters (Lospinoso, Schweinberger, Snijders, & Ripley, 2011) to 

determine whether separate models to explore the evolution between t1 and t2, and t2 and t3, are 

necessary. Tests confirmed that time heterogeneity is not a significant problem (see Figure A1 in 

the appendix). Goodness of Fit estimations also show that the model fits the indegree and 

outdegree distribution of the observed data (see Figures A2 and A3 in the appendix).  

Table 1 shows the results of the estimation of the model. The coefficients can be 

interpreted as conditional log odds ratios (i.e. they represent tendencies to the existence, or not, 

of the network characteristics that they indicate).10  

                                                           
10 In addition to the parameters identified in a previous section, the model also contains a “density” parameter in the 
Network Evaluation Function and change rate parameters in both functions. The density parameter simply accounts 
for the overall density of the graph. A negative value of the coefficient (the typical result when SAOMs are run) 
reflects the low expected odds of a link with no significant structures or attributes. The rate parameters can be 
simply interpreted as the rate at which the actors make changes in their ties or behaviors. For instance, the network 
change rate for period 1 indicates that between the first and second waves of data collections, the actors in the 
network had, on average, almost 7 different opportunities to make changes to their ties (creating, sustaining, or 
destroying a tie).  
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[Table 1 here] 

The first three coefficients in the network evaluation function are used to test the first 

three hypotheses. The first coefficient, which captures the propensity of stakeholders to engage 

in the governance system by attending policy forums, is negative as predicted (and statistically 

significant at the .01 level). The coefficient value of -2.40 shows that the odds of a link being 

created that connect a previously disconnected stakeholders to a forum increases by a factor of 

only about e(-2.40), or 0.09, which translates as the probability of seeing such a link of 

approximately 8% (0.09/1.09). In other words, there is a very strong tendency in the network for 

stakeholders to become progressively disengaged from the governance system after a focusing 

event takes place.  

The second coefficient, which reflects the tendency for the network activity to be 

increasingly centralized in “popular” forums is positive and, again, statistically significant at the 

.01 level. This is an unexpected result and goes contrary to the expectation in hypothesis 2, 

which argued that activity in the system should progressively become less concentrated around 

central forums. Instead, the coefficient of 0.54 shows that each additional incoming link in a 

forum increases the odds to choose that forum by factor of e(0.54) = 1.71. This translates as a 

probability of about 63%. In other words, as the effects of the focusing event wither, activity 

becomes more concentrated in a smaller number of forums instead of the opposite. I’ll discuss 

the implications of this finding in a later section. 

The third coefficient is positive as would be expected under the third hypothesis, but it 

does not reach significance at the .05 level. This results means that engagement in collaborative 

activities does not lead to an increased participation in the governance system. This null result is 

extremely important, since it forces us to curve our expectations about the hypothetical virtuous 
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cycle that might form when collaborators participate in governance systems where stakeholders 

seek solutions for common problems.   

In addition to the three main coefficients, other coefficients in the network evaluation 

function allow us to get a better sense of what drives activity in the governance system. The 

coefficient for governmental actor dominance is positive and significant at the .01 level, 

indicating that, as time passes, governmental actors become more active in the system when we 

compare them to non-governmental actors. The coefficient of .32 means that when an actor is 

governmental, the odds that the actor will create a tie are 1.37 higher than when the actor is not 

governmental (the probability that the tie will be created by a governmental actor instead of a 

non-governmental one is about 58%). 

In regards to the two effects that capture how certain forum attributes affect stakeholder 

activity, only one of them is positive and statistically significant at the .01 level. While 

participation in forums that are perceived to contribute to the solution of problems does not 

affect future participation, participation in forums that are perceived to be procedurally fair does. 

The coefficient of value 0.14 shows that each one-unit increase in the scale measuring perception 

of procedural fairness increases the odds of creating a tie by a factor of 1.15 (e(.014)), or a 

probability of about 53%.  This is an interest distinction, and one that might shed light on what 

really drives participation in governance systems where formal institutions are not strong or are 

poorly enforced, governmental capacity is limited, or levels of democratization are low –all 

features that are present in weakly institutionalized governance system like the one I study here. 

These results show that actors do not value forums that might solve problems as much as forums 

where all voices are heard. It is participating in the latter that secures participation in the system 

in the future. In this respect, one can say that the occurrence of a focusing event might function 
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as a catalyst for the improvement of participatory processes, even if they do not directly lead to 

effective policy responses to tackle environmental problems.  

Moving to the behavior evaluation function, it is interesting to highlight that the linear 

shape coefficient does not show an increasing or decreasing tendency in the values of the 

variable engagement in collaborative activities, which seems to be relatively stable. But the most 

important effect to consider in this function is the outdegree effect on collaborative behavior, 

which is included in the model to test for the expectation in hypothesis 4 that broader 

participation in the governance system should lead to higher levels of engagement in 

collaborative activities. The positive but statistically insignificant coefficient does not allow us to 

reject the null hypothesis of no relationship between the two variables.  Again, this is an 

extremely interesting finding, in that in concert with the non-significant coefficient linking 

engagement in collaborative activities and participation in the governance system that is included 

in the network evaluation function, it shows that there is a sort of decoupling between the two 

variables. More participation in the governance system does not lead to more collaborative 

behavior, but more collaborative behavior does not lead to more engagement either. The 

implications of this and other findings are discussed in the following section.   

 

Implications of Findings for the Governance of Common-Pool Resources in Weakly 

Institutionalized Systems. 

The results showcased in the previous section provided support for only one hypothesis, 

namely that stakeholders in a polycentric governance system tend to become progressively 

disengaged from the system as the effects of a focusing event dissipate. Other results however, 

were unexpected. First, we found that activity in the governance system becomes more, no less 
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concentrated in a smaller number of forums as time passes. Second, we found a decoupling 

between participation in the governance system and engagement in collaborative activities, with 

each of these not affecting the other. What do these results mean for the study of polycentric 

governance systems in the presence of focusing events?  

In regards to the first result, one must keep in mind Ostrom's (1999, 53) description of a 

polycentric system as one that demands –in order to persist in time- a “structure of ordered 

relationships” that will facilitate the establishment of predictable patterns of conduct. Policy 

forums provide this structure, and their sustained existence in time give stakeholders an arena 

where they can learn about problems and how other actors approach them. To learn to 

collaborate, and solve joint problems, one must first learn about what others want, and what 

resources they are able to spend in order to achieve those goals. This is difficult to do when 

many of the forums that vest the system with its polycentric character disappear, forcing actors to 

partake in a shrinking number of forums. The fact that many of the forums that were observed in 

2010 disappear in later observations and that activity tends to concentrate in a smaller number of 

forums undermines the polycentric nature of the system. After all, as McGinnis rightly points 

out, when centralization or concentration in a smaller number of political entities takes place the 

system can no longer be described as polycentric because multiple opportunities by which 

participants can force or dissolve links with other political entities disappear (McGinnis 1999, 6).  

The finding that activity in the system decreases and simultaneously concentrates around 

a smaller group of forums cannot be analyzed without referencing the role played by Wetlands 

International, the NGO that organized a number of the best attended forums in 2010, where 

multiple stakeholders converged to analyze the issue of natural resources management in the 

delta after the focusing event of 2008. Kingdon (1985) argues that policy entrepreneurs are vital 
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to help opening policy windows, as they can usually speak for others (due to their high level of 

expertise on a problem that demands action), leverage their political connections, and simply 

persist in pushing an issue until it is included in the policy agenda.  Wetlands International has 

not disappeared from the system; in fact it continues to be one of the main stakeholders pushing 

for the design and implementation of policies that can effectively address environmental 

problems in the delta. But understandably it has not been able to keep organizing costly meetings 

to involve multiple stakeholders in a dialogue on how to improve the management of natural 

resources in the delta. As these meetings have ceased to take place, the overall level of activity in 

the governance system has declined as there have not been other actors that can pick up the baton 

and adopt the bridging role among multiple stakeholders that is so critical for the successful co-

management of natural resources in social ecological systems (Armitage et al., 2008; Berkes, 

2009; Cohen, Evans, & Mills, 2012; Newig, Günther, & Pahl-Wostl, 2010).  

In addition to the fact that the number of policy forums has decreased significantly, and 

that the bridging role in the network initially adopted by a non-governmental actor has not been 

fulfilled by other stakeholders, one must also keep in mind that the system has not collectively 

generated a formal institutional response to the negative environmental effects brought up by the 

focusing event in the delta. Ostrom argues that polycentricity works when it is anchored by 

strong institutional arrangements, which include legal, economic, and constitutional rules, but in 

the case that I analyze here this anchoring is patently absent; the national Congress has stalled in 

the passing of a law to create minimal standards of protection of natural resources in the delta, 

despite this being the main proposal to emanate from the committee in charge of designing and 

implementing PIECAS, as described in an earlier section. 
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This bleak description of the decaying level of activity in the system, which partially robs 

it of its polycentric character, is compounded by the fact that increasing participation in the 

system at the individual level does not seem to coevolve with greater engagement in 

collaborative activities. In other words, not even actors that participate in more forums tend to 

collaborate more with others. This means that there is a decoupling between the way in which 

the governance system evolves and the collaborative behavior that stakeholders exhibit. It is hard 

to know exactly why this is the case, but a plausible explanation is that governance systems need 

to be stable enough to facilitate the development of collaborative behavior. In the absence of a 

stable set of forums where actors can overlap time and again, collaborative behaviors must be 

explained by other variables, possibly related to individual-level attitudinal traits that are not 

analyzed in detail here (such as a proclivity to trust others, perceptions of risk in exchanges of 

information and other types of resources, etc.).  

This result is very significant because it raises questions about the intrinsic value of 

polycentricity, which is assumed in the extant polycentric governance literature (Lubell 2013). If 

in the presence of a focusing event that can have significant impacts on the environment, the 

existence of multiple decision-making centers does not result in enhanced collaboration 

involving multiple stakeholders, then where does the value of polycentricity lie exactly? Future 

research needs to focus on this question, paying particular attention to the conditions under 

which polycentricity is desirable from a political and/or social standpoint.  

Conclusion 

In this paper I have explored how polycentric governance systems that affect the 

management of natural resources evolve in the context of a focusing event and how participation 

in the system coevolves with engagement in collaborative activities that might eventually 

contribute to the solution of the problems that led to the focusing event. Using a database 
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containing information about participation of stakeholders in forums in three different years, I 

showed that, as expected, the overall level of activity in the system decays as the effects of the 

focusing event dissipate in time.  

However, I have also shown that this decay of activity comes with an increasing 

concentration of remaining activity around a smaller number of available policy forums, which 

may threaten the polycentric nature of the system. Additionally, the most surprising result of all 

is that participation in the system does not coevolve in any meaningful way with the adoption of 

more collaborative practices that might eventually facilitate the solution of problems that 

underlie the occurrence of the focusing event.  

Taken together, these results raise questions about the value of polycentricity per se, 

particularly in weakly institutionalized systems like the one where this research was conducted, 

where formal rules to constrain harmful behavior by natural resource users are absent or difficult 

to enforce. In such systems, one might speculate based on these results, the collaborative 

behavior that is needed to solve problems in the use of common-pool resources are not 

necessarily nurtured through participation in more or less fleeting forums that do not provide 

enough stability for the build-up of strong cooperative relationships. Instead, those relationships 

may be more likely to develop through more informal interactions that take place among 

stakeholders as they look for allies to tackle joint problems.  

Future research needs to explore in more how collaboration emerges and evolves in 

complex governance systems where institutions are not strong. Focusing events may help open 

policy windows, but change may not necessarily follow unless the right institutional conditions 

are in place. Understanding how exactly participation in a polycentric governance system and 

increase collaboration may be interlocked in a virtuous cycle should be a research priority for 
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scholars interested in learning the conditions under which the negative effects of a focusing event 

might be minimized.  
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Source: Minotti and Kandus (2014).  
 

Figure 1. Slash-and-Burn Fires in 2008 (red dots).  
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Figure 2. Network of participation in Forums in the Parana Delta in 2010 

 
Figure 3. Network of participation in Forums in the Parana Delta in 2012 
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Figure 4. Network of participation in Forums in the Parana Delta in 2014  
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Table 1. Longitudinal Analysis of Governance System in the Parana River Delta  
(2010-2014).  

  Estimate Standard 
Error 

Convergence 
t-ratio 

Network Evaluation Function       
  General level of activity (outdegree at least 1)      -2.40* (0.56) 0.01 
  Concentration of activity in “popular” Forums      0.54* (0.07) -0.03 
  Engagement in Collaborative Behavior  0.07 (0.05) 0.04 
  Gov. Actor Dominance       0.32* (0.15) -0.02 
  Forum Contribution to Problem-Solving   0.03 (0.05) 0.04 
  Forum Procedural Fairness     0.14* (0.06) 0.05 
  Density     -2.90* (0.25) -0.01 
  Network Change Rate (period 1)       6.88* (1.23) 0.08 
  Network Change Rate (period 2)      9.31* (2.53) -0.01 

Behavior Evaluation Function    
  Outdegree effect on Collaborative Behavior  0.06 (0.04) 0.05 
  Collab. Behavior Linear Shape   0.12 (0.10) 0.03 
  Collab. Behavior quadratic shape    -0.05* (0.02) 0.04 
  Collab. Behavior Change Rate (period 1)                                          5.67* (1.41) 0.04 
  Collab. Behavior Change Rate (period 2)                                       6.15* (1.08) -0.05 

*= significant at the .01 level (one tail). 
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Appendix. 

 

 

Figure A1. Time Heterogeneity Test Results11 

 

  

                                                           
11 In the figure, red confidence intervals represent time dummies for each effect that have not yet been included in 
the estimation. The horizontal black line represents the estimate for the base period, and the dots represent the one 
step estimates. One would need to include time dummies in the model if the red confidence interval did not reach the 
horizontal lines, which would indicate that the one step estimates are significantly different from one time period to 
the next. For more details, see Lospinoso’s tutorial on modeling time heterogeneity at 
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~lospinos/pubs/RSienaTutorial.pdf. 

http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/%7Elospinos/pubs/RSienaTutorial.pdf
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Figure A2. Fit of the Outdegree Distribution (Activity of Stakeholders) 

 

 

Figure A3. Fit of the Indegree Distribution (Activity of Forums) 

 


